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The intermittency of wind and solar power generation brings risks to the safety and stability of the
power system. In order to maximize the utilization of renewables, optimal control and dispatch
methods of the Distributed Energy Resources including the generators, energy storage and
flexible demand are necessary to be researched. This paper proposes an optimization and
dispatch model of an aggregation of Distributed Energy Resources in order to facilitate the
integration of renewableswhile considering the benefits for dispatchable resources under time-of-
use tariff. Themodel achievesmulti-objective optimization based on the constraints of day-ahead
demand forecast, wind and solar generation forecast, electric vehicles charging routines, energy
storage and DC power flow. The operating cost, the renewable energy utilization and the
revenues of storages and electric vehicles are considered and optimized simultaneously through
themin–max unificationmethod to achieve themulti-objective optimization. The proposedmodel
was then applied to a modified IEEE-30 bus case, demonstrating that the model is able to
reconcile all participants in the system. Sensitivity analysis was undertaken to study the impact of
initial states of the storages on the revenues to the resource owners.

Keywords: flexible demand, multi-objectives optimal dispatch, renewable power utilization, distributed energy
resouces, time-of-use tariff, min–max unification

INTRODUCTION

The continuous climate change is expediting the energy reform worldwide in order to develop a
greener and sustainable future. In the power sector, the installation capacity of renewables, e.g. solar
and wind, has been increased dramatically. According to the Renewables 2020 by IEA, 90% of the
newly increased generation resources are renewable energy in 2020. The net increase of renewable
generation capacity was predicted to be 7% in 2021 as historical high (IEA, 2020). China, as the
second largest economy in the world, has announced the “China carbon-neutral Target” recently. By
2030, the non-fossil fuel resource will reach 25%. This indicates great market for renewables, i.e., the
solar and wind generation reach 1200 GW by 2030 and hence approximately 75 GWnew installation
per year. By 2060, the carbon-neutral target will be reached.

However, the generation output from wind and solar relies on natural resources availability, which are
usually intermittent and uncontrollable. Moreover, the substitution of fuel generation plants with
renewable resources plants will threaten the power system transient stability by curtailing system
inertia, since the renewable resources plants are electrically isolated from grid (Seneviratne and
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Ozansoy, 2016). With the foreseeable high integration of renewables,
two main challenges remain to be solved in order to operate the
power system securely and efficiently. One is to enhance the
utilization of renewable output, and the other is to maintain the
system stability as a result of the uncontrollable generation output. It
can be seen that the power system requires sufficient reserve with fast
response to mitigate the impact of high renewable penetration.

Traditional power systems provide a unidirectional energy flow
from generation to consumption as showed in Figure 1. Generation
adjusts the power outputs in accordance to the variations of
consumption, and in the meantime provides ancillary service to
maintain the power system balance. Following the increasing
integration of renewables, the replacement of conventional fossil-
fuel generation reduces the available reserve capacity to flexibly adjust
the generation output. The integration of renewables at the
distribution level changes the power flow from unidirectional to
bidirectional. The operation of power system is hence more complex
to maintain the balance between generation and consumption.

In order to maintain the balance between generation and
consumption, other mechanisms have been proposed in addition
to the flexible regulation of conventional generators.

Energy storage is considered as a flexible and high-efficient
dispatchable resource to maintain the power balance and hence
improve the system security and reliability. The flexible charging
and discharging of storage will counteract the instability of renewable
generation, and in the meantime improve the renewable utilization.
Castillo and Gayme (2014) listed the various ancillary services the
energy storage is able to offer within economic-effective system
penetrated by non-dispatchable renewable energy resources based
on the definition of “grid-scale energy storage”. Su and Abbas El
Gamal (2013) modeled the exact power imbalance gap caused by
wind power intermittent output, leading to a specific value of energy
storage capacity needed to cover the imbalance through stochastic
control. Wang et al., 2013 aggregated the battery energy storage and
super-capacitor to stabilize the solar power output variations.
Previous research study verified the necessity and feasibility to
apply the energy storage with renewable integration.

In addition, flexible regulation of power consumption from
the demand is also considered as an alternative option to
maintain the power balance. One of the flexible demand
regulation solutions is demand response (DR), which achieves
customers shifting power usage following dispatch needs. Typical
types of DR include industrial production lines (Alkadi et al.,
2013) and temperature-controlled demand (Zhang et al., 2013).

Following the decarbonization in the transport sector, the Electric
Vehicles (EVs) have been largely deployed and considered as a
flexible demand as the power consumption of charging of an EV
can be adjusted according to power system conditions.

Except for the technical feasibility evaluation, the business
model of renewable generation, storage and flexible demand has
also drawn attentions by researches. The economic dispatch at
present always packaged or collaborated the storage and renewable
generation when they used identical grid port and achieved the
comprehensive revenue maximum. Chen and Zhao (2020) treated
the storage-wind power integration as a single market participant,
and the objective function included the profit of the integration to
reach a maximum. Li et al., 2015 modeled different scenarios to
compare the case of storage andwind power generation as one entity
in the electricity market with the case of running storage and wind
power generation independently. The results showed that the
integrated case held a remarkable profit increase. Ge et al., 2020
established a solar power generation-storage cooperative game
model. The offer-bid actions for the solar and storage to
participate in electricity market were simulated. Yuan et al., 2016
proposed an economic dispatch model of virtual power plant
consisting of wind and solar generation, gas and storage. The
conclusion turned out that the storage is able to reduce the
generation cost and improve the renewables utilization.

Likewise, DR encourages the end-users to curtail load during
peak load period in response to financial incentives. PJM divided
DR into Emergency Response and Economic Response based on
dispatch needs and response capability, and accordingly provides
different levels of compensation. DR resources are allowed to bid
and compete with power market to achieve economic dispatch
results (PJM INT, 2020). Similarly, the vehicle-to-grid technology
(V2G) allows EV to adjust behaviors under electricity market
circumstance for revenues. Ma et al., 2012 built the model of EV
benefit, showing that the EV had minor impact to power system
with significant profit gained. Ansari et al. (2015) introduced a
bidding strategy of EV in ancillary service market based on the
autoregressive integrated moving average model, which fully
considered the uncertainties of market environment.

Considering the optimal dispatch of the energy storage and
flexible demand, the future power system will be a system of
friendly interaction among the generation source, load and energy
storage, as present in Figure 2 and named as an Integrated Energy
System (IES). Through the continuous improvement in the electricity
market mechanism and the digital technologies, most of the IESs are

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the traditional power system.
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operated by aggregators, who host multiple types of generations and
flexible resources, supplying power for the load within regions, and
seeking for the profit maximum. Under the energy dispatch of
aggregators, the energy internet will be formulated which enables
the generation, load and energy storage to participate in the energy
trading and system operation to improve the utilization level of
renewables efficiently and economically.

According to the literature review, a number of the studies have
presented the technical feasibility of flexible resources coupling with PV
or wind turbine for renewable energy utilization. There are also studies
on the trading strategies based on system forecasting within electricity
markets. However, most of the studies were focusing on the simple
cooperation between one type of flexible resource with the conventional
energy system. The interactions and dispatch of multiple energy
resources under the regional energy aggregator have hardly been
discussed in depth. Based on the discussion above, this paper
established a coordinated optimal day-ahead dispatch model for
regional IES based on the time-of-use (TOU) tariff considering the
participation for the energy aggregator, energy resource owners, and the
power flow distribution in grid. The model contains the distributed
generators, storages and EVs. A multi-objective mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) problem was formulated considering the
maximization of the whole system profit, maximization of renewable
energy outputs and the maximization on revenues of storage/EVs’
simultaneously based on the optimal method. Case studies on a
modified IEEE 30-bus system were undertaken to verify the benefits
of the proposed optimal dispatch method.

TYPICAL DISPATCH RESOURCES FOR
OPTIMIZATION

The dispatchable resources of the IES in the model are depicted as
follows.

(1) Thermal generation: As the main supplier of electricity, the
thermal power output can be flexibly adjusted in order to
achieve supply-demand balance of power in real time.
Thermal generation plays an essential role for the stability
and safety of power system.

(2) Wind generation: Wind power output is related to wind
speed, thus presents significant volatility and uncertainty.
In the meanwhile, the typical output curve usually shows
an inverse-peak characteristic. As a result, storage devices are
usually needed to mitigate the output variations of wind
generation.

(3) Photovoltaic power stations: PVs typically operate and
generate power output during daytime and reach the peak
at midday. The operational cost of PVs is relatively low,
compared with the fixed cost of PV equipment.

(4) Storage device: As the flexible dispatching device, energy
storage plays an important role in the utilization of
renewables, which supports to maintain the safety and
efficient operation of power system. Energy storage devices
can not only absorb the redundant power, but also play the
role of reserve power during the peak period and achieve the
load shifting of the power system.

(5) Load: Load is the consumer of electricity. Typical load curves
reach a peak during midday and a valley in the evening.
Various kinds of load show different external characteristic
curves. Power system operations need to forecast the load
variations, allowing the generation schedule to meet the load
power requirements.

(6) Electric vehicles: Electric vehicles (EVs) can be treated as a
special load, and the charging load behaviors are usually
hard to predict in long time scale. Meanwhile, EVs can also
be treated as energy storage device following the
development of V2G technology. Incentive signals such
as real-time price may encourage EV users to discharge
during peak period in the daytime and charge during the
valley load period at night. EVs will play an important role
in terms of load shifting and improving system operating
efficiency in the future.

FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMAL
DISPATCH MODEL

Based on the operational constraints and distributed energy
equipment mentioned above, this paper establishes an optimal
day-ahead dispatch model and formed a MILP problem
considering multiple objectives, including maximizing the total
system profits, storage and EV profits, and renewable utilization
level. The details of the optimizationmodel are formulated as follows.

Objective Functions
Objective 1: Maximize the Profit of the Entire System
The total system profit is the interest of the aggregator, equal to
the difference between revenue from load and energy cost. The
revenue consists of the payment from load consumption and
storage/EV electricity charge. The cost consists of the marginal
costs, operating costs, start-up costs of thermal generators (Liu

FIGURE 2 | Basic formation of integrated energy system.
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and Du, 2018), the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for wind
turbines and PVs, and the cost of electricity sold to the system
from storage and EVs. The expression of objective 1 is as follows.

maxF1 � ∑T

t�1

((∑D

d�1Demandd,t · Pricet +∑ES

es�1ESches,t · Pricet +∑E

e�1EVche,t · Pricet)−
−(∑Gf

f�1Genfuelf ,t · fueloffert +∑Gf

f�1Cf +∑Gf

f�1STCf ,t) − (∑Gw

w�1Genwindw,t · windoffert)
−(∑Gs

s�1Gensolars,t · solaroffert) − (∑ES

es�1ESdises,t · espricet) − (∑E

e�1ESdises,t · evPricet))
(1)

where T is the total dispatch horizon, equal to 24.D represents the
number of load buses. ES and E denote the number of storage
devices and EVs respectively. Gf , Gw , Gs represent the number
of thermal generator units, wind turbines and PVs. Demandd,t is
the predicted power of the load d at period t. Pricet is the
electricity price at period t. ESches,t is the charging power of
the storage device es at period t. EVche,t is the charging power of
the EV cluster e at period t. Genfuelf ,t represents the generation
output of the thermal power unit f at period t. Genwindw,t
indicates the output of the wind generation w at period t.
Gensolars,t represents the output of the PV panel s at period t.
ESdises,t is the discharge power of the storage device es at period t.
EVdise,t is the discharge power of the EV cluster e at period t. Cf

indicates the operation cost of the thermal unit f. STCf ,t indicates
the start-up cost of the thermal unit f. fueloffert denotes the
marginal cost of thermal units at period t. windoffert is the
LCOE for wind turbines at period t. solaroffert is the LCOE for
PVs at period t. esPricet is the discharge price of storage at period
t. evPricet is the discharge price of EV cluster at period t.

Objective 2: Maximize the Profit of Storage/EV Owners
In order to encourage the storage/EV owners to integrate the
dispatch of energy, the profit of storage/EV owners is considered
to be one of the objective functions during dispatch.

maxF2 � ∑T

t�1(∑
E

e�1EVoute,t · evPricet −∑E

e�1EVine,t · Pricet
+∑ES

es�1SoCdises,t · esPricet −∑ES

es�1SoCche,t · Pricet)
(2)

Objective 3: Maximize the Generation Output From
Renewables
Considering the popularity of clean energy consumption, the
generation output from renewable resources owners is considered
to be one of the objective functions during dispatch.

maxF3 � ∑T

t�1(∑
Gw

w�1Genwindw,t +∑Gw

w�1Gensolars,t) (3)

Constraints
System Constraints
Constraint 1: Power Balance
The real-time total power generation is required to meet the
power consumption of demand.

∑D

d�1Demandd,t +∑ES

es�1SoCches,t +∑E

e�1EVine,t � ∑Gf

f�1Genfuelf ,t +∑Gw

w�1Genwindw,t +
+ ∑Gs

s�1Gensolars,t +∑ES

es�1SoCdises,t +∑E

e�1EVoute,t

(4)

Constraint 2: Line Flow Capacity Limit
Line flow capacity refers to the allowable maximum power flow
for a branch, which is decided by the power losses, wire
temperature and system stability.

For clarification, the transmission line in this paper ismodeled as a
classical direct current (DC) power flow model (Stott et al., 2009).
Thus the line voltage P.U. value is considered as 1, and the line flow
capacity limit is considered a fixed constant value. The details of the
approximations is briefly explained in the Appendix.

−Plimitl ≤ SF ·Map(Genfuelf ,t + Gensolars,t + Genwindw,t

− Demandd,t − EVe,t − Storagees,t)≤ Plimitl (5)

Plimitl represents the line flow capacity of line l. SF is the shift
distribution factor.Map is the position transformation matrix for
the components (branches or nodes) of system.

Thermal Power Unit Constraints
Thermal power unit constraints includemaximum/minimumoutput
level constraints in Eqs. 6 and 7, ramping up/down constraints in
Eqs. 9, minimumon/off time constraints inEqs. 10 and 11, and start-
up cost constraint in Eq. 12. Constraints (13)–(17) represent the
thermal unit commitment status and the coupling relationships.

Genfuelf ,t ≤ If ,t · Genfuelubf (6)

Genfuelf ,t ≥ If ,t · Genfuellbf (7)

Genfuelf ,t − Genfuelf ,t−1 ≤ fuelruf (8)

−fuelrlf ≤Genfuelf ,t − Genfuelf ,t−1 (9)

If ,t ≥∑t

τ�max{1, t−MTon
f
+1}Pf ,t (10)

1 − If ,t ≥∑t

τ�max{1, t−MToff
f

+1}Qf ,t (11)

STCf ,t ≥ Pf ,t · Cstcf (12)

1 − If ,t−1 ≥ Pf ,t (13)

If ,t−1 ≥Qf ,t (14)

If ,t − If ,t−1 ≥ Pf ,t − Qf ,t (15)

0≤ Pf ,t ,Qf ,t ≤ 1 (16)

If ,t ∈ {0, 1} (17)

If ,t is the binary on/off indicator for thermal power unit f. Pf ,t and
Qf ,t represent the start-up/shutdown indicators of thermal power
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unit f. Genfuelubf and Genfuellbf represent the maximum/
minimum output level constraints of thermal power unit f.
fuelruf and fuelrlf represent the ramping up/down limit of
thermal power unit f. MTon

f and MToff
f represent the

minimum on/off time limit of thermal power unit f.

Wind Generation Constraints
Wind generation constraints include the maximum/minimum
output constraints in (18), (19).

Genwindw,t ≤Genwindubw (18)

Genwindw,t ≥Genwindlbw (19)

Genwindubw and Genwindlbw represent the maximum/
minimum output constraints of wind generation w.

PV Constraints
PV constraints include the maximum/minimum output
constraints in (20)(21).

Gensolars,t ≤Gensolarubs (20)

Gensolars,t ≥Gensolarlbs (21)

Gensolarubs and Gensolarlbs represent the maximum and
minimum output of PV s.

Storage Constraints
Storage constraints include the state of charge (SoC) constraints
in (22), charge/discharge power constraints in (23)(24), charge/
discharge efficiency in (25), and the cyclic balance constraint in
(26), which requires the SoC of energy storage to return to the
initial status in the final interval.

0≤ SoCes,t ≤ 1 (22)

(SoCes,t − SoCes,t−1) · Capeses � ESPes,t (23)

−ESdises ≤ ESPes,t ≤ ESches (24)

min{0, dceses · Storageoutes,t}≤ ESPes,t ≤max{0, cheses
· Storageines,t} (25)

SoCes,0 � SoCes,24 (26)

Capeses is the capacity of storage device es. SoCes,t is the state
of charge of storage device es in t. ESPes,t is the charging/
discharging energy of storage device es in t. ESches and ESdises
denote the limits on charging/discharging power of storage
device es. cheses and dceses are the charging and discharging
efficiency of storage device es. SoCes,0 is the initial state of
charge of energy storage.

EV Constraints
For computational convenience, the optimizationmodel assumes that
EVs can participate in the dispatch throughout the whole 24 h
horizon, and the battery material features of all EVs are same. The
model considers the EVs as clusters based on geographical locations of
EV charging stations. The constraints on EVs include the state of
charge (SoC) constraints of EV clusters in (27), charging/discharging
power limits in (28)(29), the efficiency constraints on charging and
discharging in (30), the constraints that simulate the driving habits of
EV users in (31)(32), and the cyclic balance constraint in (33), which
requires the SoC of EV cluster to return to the initial status in the final
interval. In order tomeet the travel demand of EVusers, EVs is pre-set
to guarantee more than 80 and 60% of battery charge at 7am and
16pm in this paper.

0≤ EVe,t ≤ 1 (27)

(EVe,t − EVe,t−1) · Capeve � EVPes,t (28)

−EVdise ≤ EVPes,t ≤ EVche (29)

min{0, dceve · EVoute,t}≤ EVPes,t ≤max{0, cheve · EVine,t} (30)

EVe,7 ≥ 0.8 (31)

EVe,16 ≥ 0.6 (32)

EVe,0 � EVe,24 (33)

Capeve is the energy capacity of EV cluster e. EVe,t is the state of
charge of EV cluster e in t. EVPes,t is the charging/discharging
power of EV cluster e in t. EVche and EVdise represent the
ramping up/down limits of EV cluster e. cheves and dceves are
the charging and discharging efficiency of EV cluster e. EVe,0 is
the initial state of charge of EV cluster.

Formulation of the Multi-Objective Problem
Many researches have been applying multi-objective
optimization problem (MOP) as IES solution approaches. An
elaborate literature review of MOP researches is present in Jing
et al., 2019, which listed and summarized previous studies by
objective considerations, modeling types, decision-making
methods, and solving engines. The top 2 popular MOP
solving methods are still genetic algorithm and weighted-
sum algorithm. A figure of statistical results on occurrence
frequency of MOP solving strategies and decision-making
approaches, pointing out that most of the existing researches
have been only focusing on problem modeling and algorithm
formulation, while ignoring the decision-making discussion.
Among the papers that have considered decision-making process,
the most frequent method is still subjective decision-making.

This paper considers a weighed-sum algorithm in MOP with
subjective decision-making on the weighing factors. The
min–max unification on the objectives is applied to transfer
the multi-objective problem to a single objective problem. It is
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necessary to standardize each objective function which neglect
the magnitude differences of each objective function so that the
weighting factors can be defined.

The min–max unification process is given below.
Minimum objective unification:

F ’
i � (Fi − Fi,min)/(Fi,max − Fi,min) (34)

Maximum objective unification:

F ’
i � (Fi − Fi,min)/(Fi,max − Fi,min) (35)

Fi and F ’
i represent the actual value and the standardizing value of

objective i. Fi,max and Fi,min are the maximum value andminimum
value of objective i.

The reformulated problem with weight coefficient method is:

maxF � ∑n

i�1ωiF
’
i (36)

ωi (i � 1,2,3, . . . n) are the weights of objectives set by the system
operator, presenting the importance of each objective, where the
sum of weights ∑n

i�1ωi � 1.

Solution Approach
The flow chart in Figure 3 depicts the proposed multi-objective
optimization model and the solution process. Major steps of this
method are summarized as follows.

Step 1: Input data of forecasting values, system data and
resources parameters. The forecasting values include the

forecasting wind power output, forecasting solar power
output, and forecasting demand power output. The system
data includes the network topology and line flow capacity
limits. The resources parameters include the capacity limits,
ramping limits, start-up costs, marginal costs, operational
costs, and minimum on/off time requirements of thermal
units. The capacity limits and LCOE for wind turbines and
PVs, the state of charge capacity limits and charging/
discharging power limits on energy storages and EVs are
also the input data.

Step 2: Set system constraints including the power balance
constraint, power flow limit constraints, maximum output
capacity limits and ramping up/down limits for thermal
units, wind generators and PVs, maximum capacity limits,
charging/discharging limits and charging/discharging
efficiency limits for energy storages and EVs, and EV
driving habit limits.

Step 3: Solve each single-objective problem and calculate
the upper and lower boundaries for all objective values. If
the one or more optimization problems are infeasible, the
input data needs to be modified and the whole process
starts again.

Step 4: Combine the single objective problems using the
min–max uniformization to formulate the one multi-objective
problem with the pre-set weighting factors.

Step 5: The multi-objective problem is solved with the mix-
integer programming solver.

FIGURE 3 | Flowchart of the proposed multi-objective optimization model and the solution process.
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CASE STUDY

Case Overview
The case study was undertaken based on a modified standard
IEEE-30 bus case, including 2 thermal generators, 2 PVs, 2 wind
generators, 2 storage devices, and 4 EV clusters. The dispatch
horizon span is 24 h, with each time interval of 1 h. The
parameters of thermal generators and renewables are shown in
Table 1. The parameters of storage devices and EVs are displayed
in Table 2. Figure 4 presents the system information of the
modified IEEE-30 bus case. Figure 5 shows the forecast of wind
power, solar power and the load curve.

The MILP optimization problem contains 1,056 variables,
including 144 binary variables. All algorithms are
implemented in Yalmip based on MATLAB. The problem
solved with CPLEX 20.1. The MILP gap is set as 0.1%.

The marginal generation costs on fuel generators, the levelized
cost of electricity for wind turbines and PVs, utilization payment
rates and storage/EV selling rate are present in Table 3. The
levelized cost of electricity for wind power and solar power are
based on the price from National Development and Reform

Commission in China (National Development and Reform
Commission., 2019; National Development and Reform
Commission., 2020), and the marginal cost for fuel generation
is the procurement price of fuel generation (National Energy
Administration., 2018). While the production cost of wind and

TABLE 1 | Parameters of thermal generators and renewables.

Parameters Thermal PV Wind

Maximum power output (MW) 150/200 70/50 80/80
Up ramping limit (MW) 45/40 14/11 12/7
Down ramping limit (MW) 40/30 15/9 13/8

TABLE 2 | Parameters of storage and EV.

Parameters Storage EV cluster

Capacity (MW·h) 80/90 10/10/10/10
Maximum charging power (MW) 30/35 1.2/1.5/1.8/1.3
Maximum discharging power (MW) 25/35 0.8/0.9/1.0/0.7
Charging and discharging efficiency 0.9 0.9

FIGURE 4 | Modified IEEE-30 bus system.

FIGURE 5 | Forecast Variation of Renewable Power and load level.
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solar power is close to zero, the levelized cost of electricity for
wind and solar power represents the average net present cost over
equipment life time circle and tends to be raised to cover the fixed
investments (e.g. equipment investment, installation fees, labor
cost).

The utilization payment rate follows the industrial TOU tariff,
showing in Table 4. It is assumed that the storage/EV can sell
power to the system with 0.8 times of the tariff.

Results and Analysis of Multi-Objective
Optimization
As aforementioned, the optimization model is first
standardized by solving three single-objective optimization
problems to maximize system profit, maximize the profits of
storage and EV owners, and maximize the output of
renewables. The function values under different objectives
optimized with mentioned constraints and data are shown
in Table 5. The upper and lower bounds for the three single-
objective optimization problems are F1,max � 2176.5,
F1,min � 1610.7, F2,max � 50.5, F2,min � −254.1, F3,max � 2639.9,
F3,min � 1811.0.

Table 5 shows that F1 and F3 are positively correlated, showing
that maximizing system profit will increase the output of
renewables as a result of the lower costs of renewables. F1 and
F2 are negatively correlated, namely the strategy of maximizing
grid profits will reduce the profits of storage devices and EVs, and
vice versa. If the profit of storage devices and EVs owners takes
the priority, the grid will first purchase power from storage
devices and EVs instead of the cheaper thermal power units
during peak hours. The profit of generators is hence decreased.
Therefore, the single-objective optimization of F1 and F2 is
incompatible.

The results shown in Table 4 are used as input
parameters to solve the multi-objective optimization
model which is a mixed-integer programming problem
solved by CPLEX. The weighting factors are set as [ω1,
ω2, ω3] � [0.3,0.3,0.4] for F1, F2, and F3, representing
their importance in the objective function (35). The
optimization result is shown in Table 6, demonstrating
this multi-objective optimization method can fully take
the factors of different subjects into account.

maxF � ω1
F1 − F1,min

F1,max − F1,min
+ ω2

F2 − F2,min

F2,max − F2,min
+ ω3

F3 − F3,min

F3,max − F3,min

(37)

Figures 6 and 7 show the charging/discharging schedule obtained
from themulti-objective optimization, which demonstrates the energy
storage and EVs are quite active under the incentive of TOU tariff to
gain much profits from charging/discharging behaviors. The TOU
tariff is present as broken line, and the changing/discharging power is
showed as bar.

Another two case studies were carried out to verify the benefits
of the optimal dispatch with various dispatchable resources. The
case settings are given below, where Scenario 3 is the identical
case mentioned above.

Scenario 1: Thermal power units are included in the system,
without renewables, storage devices, or EVs.
Scenario 2: The system includes thermal power units and
renewables, without storage devices or EVs.
Scenario 3: Thermal power, renewables, storage and EVs are all
included in the system.

The profits of power system and the owner of storage devices/
EVs in each scenario are compared in Table 7. Considering
scenarios 1 and 2, the cost of power supply dramatically decreases

TABLE 4 | Electricity price and storage/EV Selling Rate with TOU Tariff.

Time-of-use tariff Peak (9:00–14:00, 18:00–21:00) Flat (6:00–9:00, 14:00–18:00, 21:00–23:00) Valley (0:00–6:00, 23:00–24:00)

Demand payment rate (RMB/kW·h) 1.0994 0.7510 0.4126
Storage/EV selling rate (RMB/kW·h) 0.8795 0.6008 0.3300

TABLE 5 | Function values with different optimization objectives.

Objectives F1/kRMB F2/kRMB F3/MW·h

F � max F1 2,176.5 −254.1 2,124.2
F � max F2 1,610.7 50.5 1,811.0
F � max F3 1,902.4 −111.5 2,639.9

TABLE 6 | Objective values under multi-objective optimization.

Objective number Optimal result value

F1/kRMB 1,945.0
F2/kRMB 46.1
F3/MW·h 2,639.9

TABLE 3 | Generation marginal cost.

Wind power (LCOE) Solar power (LCOE) Fuel generation (marginal)

Cost (RMB/MW·h) 290 350 441
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with the participation of renewables, which holds a comparative
lower cost and leads to higher revenue. Scenarios 2 and 3 show
that with the participation of storage devices and EVs, the profit
of the power system slightly decreases. It is because a part of the
profit of the power system is transferred to the owner of storage
devices and EVs. Moreover, the total profit of the power system
and storage/EV increases slightly.

With the renewable generation penetrated in scenario 2 and
3, the storage/EV may stabilize the variation of renewable
generation output, as well as a flatter output of fuel
generation output. Figure 8 shows the overall output curves
of thermal power units with and without storage device/EV. Due

to the lower LCOE for renewable generation, the thermal units
tend to be utilized after renewable generation reaches the
maximum output capability, leading to the severe fluctuation
of thermal output in scenario 2 synchronized with the

FIGURE 6 | Charging and discharging of storage.

FIGURE 7 | Charging and discharging of EV clusters.

TABLE 7 | Profits of grid and storage/EV under each scenario.

Profit/kRMB Power system Storage/EV

Scenario 1 1,375.7 –

Scenario 2 1,799.3 –

Scenario 3 1,763.2 46.1
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fluctuation of wind/solar forecasting. With the participation of
storage and EVs in scenario 3, it can be seen that the output of
the thermal power units is smoother due to storage and EVs
buffering the variations of renewable output. The system peak-
valley gap is also reduced significantly, and thus improves the
operating efficiency of the power system.

Impacts of the Initial Charging Status of
Storage Device
The initial charging status of the energy storage device will impact
the charging behaviors of the storage device over the whole dispatch
horizon, which in turn affects the overall profitability of the grid and
storage/EV. Figure 9 shows the evaluation of various initial charge of
storage on the profits of different entities based on Scenario 3. The
storage/EV profit is almost constant when the initial SoC is less than
0.4, while shows a linear decrease with the increase of initial charging
status. The generation profit shows a completely opposite trend with
storage/EV profit. Thus, from the perspective of storage/EV owners,

an initial SoC lower than 0.4 would promise a better revenue from the
dispatch of energy aggregator.

Figure 10 presents a further proof of the conclusion made above,
which compared the charging/discharging activities of two cases:
initial SoC � 0.3 and initial SoC � 0.7. The magnitudes of charging/
discharging activities in the former case present amore active storage
in the dispatch, leading to better revenue and profit for the owner.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an optimization and dispatchmodel of the energy
aggregator of DERs including generators, flexible electric charging
loads and energy storages in order to facilitate the integration of
renewables while considering the benefits for all energy resources
under the time-of-use tariff. Amulti-objective optimal dispatchmodel
was developed considering the constraints of the DER operational
requirements, power network flows and the end user comforts. Based
on the IEEE 30-bus system, by integrating significant renewable

FIGURE 8 | Comparison of thermal power output curves.

FIGURE 9 | Influence of initial charging status of storage/EV on profits.
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resources, case studies were carried out to verify the benefits of the
proposed model and dispatch methods.

The multi-objective optimization results were obtained in
the case studies, which verifies that both the benefits of the
aggregation and the storage device/EV were optimized.
Results also showed that through the dispatch of the
energy storage devices and EVs, the fluctuations of
renewables were smoothed, the peak-valley difference of
the system was reduced. In the meantime, the frequent
regulations of conventional generators were reduced. A
sensitivity analysis was undertaken which indicates that
the initial state of charge for the storage has an impact on the
charging/discharging schedules, thus may impact the profit of the
storage/EV owners for participating in the dispatch.
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APPENDIX

The typical alternating current (AC) transmission model is
showed in Appendix Figure A1. The expressions of AC
transmission line power flow are in Eq. 38.

p2 − p1 � gv1v2cos(θ2 − θ1) + bv1v2sin(θ2 − θ1) (38)

p1 and p2 represent the real power injections in nodes. v1 and v2
represent the voltages. θ1 and θ2 represent the phase angles. z, y, r,
x, g and b represent the impedance, admittance, resistance,
reactance, conductance, and susceptance respectively.

The DC power flow derivation is showed in Knight et al., 1972,
which is based on multiple approximation: line conductance
ignored, phase angle close to zero, line voltage P.U. set as
constant, and line susceptance equal to the reciprocal of

reactance. The formations are present in (39)-(42). The DC
transmission line power flow is Eq. 43. Appendix Figure A2
shows the DC transmission line model.

g � 0 (39)

sin(θ2 − θ1) ≈ θ2 − θ1 (40)

v1, v2 ≈ 1 (41)

b ≈ − 1/x (42)

p2 − p1 � −(θ2 − θ1)/x (43)
FIGURE A1 | AC transmission line model.

FIGURE A2 | DC transmission line model.
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NOMENCLATURE

T total dispatch horizon, equal to 24

Plimitl the line flow capacity of line l in MW

SF the shift distribution factor matrix

Map the position transformation matrix for branches of system

D the number of load buses

ES the number of energy storage devices

E the number of EV clusters

Gf the number of thermal units

Gw the number of wind turbines

Gs the number of PVs

Demandd,t the predicted power of the load d at period t in MW

Genfuelf ,t the output of the thermal unit f at period t in MW

Genwindw,t the output of the wind turbine w at period t in MW

α efficiency factor of wind generator

Windt wind power at period t in MW

Gensolars,t the output of the PV panel s at period t in MW

β the efficiency factor of PV

Solart solar power at period t in MW

ESPes,t the charging/discharging energy of storage device es at period t
in MWh

ESches,t the charging power limit of the storage device es at period t in MW

ESdises,t the discharge power limit of the storage device es at period t inMW

EVPe,t the charging/discharging energy of the EV cluster e at period t
in MWh

EVche,t the charging power limit of the EV cluster e at period t

EVdise,t the discharge power limit of the EV cluster e at period t

Pricet the electricity price at period t in RMB/kWh

Cf the operation cost of the thermal unit f in RMB

STCf ,t the start-up cost of the thermal unit f in RMB

fueloffert the marginal cost of thermal units at period t in RMB/MWh

windoffert the levelized cost of electricity for wind turbines at period t in
RMB/MWh

solaroffert the levelized cost of electricity for PVs at period t in RMB/MWh

esPricet the discharge price of storage at period t in RMB/MWh

evPricet the discharge price of EV cluster at period t in RMB/MWh

If ,t the binary on/off indicator for thermal unit f

Pf ,t ,Qf ,t the start-up/shutdown indicators of thermal unit f

Genfuelubf , Genfuellbf the output upper/lower bound of thermal unit f
in MW

fuelruf , fuelrlf the ramping up/down limit of thermal unit f in MW

MTon
f , MToff

f the minimum on/off time limit of thermal unit f

Genwindubw, Genwindlbw the output upper/lower bound of wind
turbine w in MW

Gensolarubs, Gensolarlbs the output upper/lower bound of PV s inMW

Capeses the capacity of storage device es in MWh

SoCes,t the state of charge of storage device es at period t

cheses, dceses the charging/ discharging efficiency of storage device es

Capeve the energy capacity of EV cluster e in MWh

EVe,t the state of charge of EV cluster e at period t

cheves, dceves the charging/discharging efficiency of EV cluster e
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